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Using Power Query, you can import, reshape, and cleanse any data from a simple interface, so you can mine that data for all of its hidden
insights. Power Query is embedded in Excel, Power BI, and other Microsoft products, and leading Power Query expert Gil Raviv will help you
make the most of it. Discover how to eliminate time-consuming manual data preparation, solve common problems, avoid pitfalls, and more.
Then, walk through several complete analytics challenges, and integrate all your skills in a realistic chapter-length final project. By the time
you’re finished, you’ll be ready to wrangle any data–and transform it into actionable knowledge. Prepare and analyze your data the easy
way, with Power Query · Quickly prepare data for analysis with Power Query in Excel (also known as Get & Transform) and in Power BI ·
Solve common data preparation problems with a few mouse clicks and simple formula edits · Combine data from multiple sources, multiple
queries, and mismatched tables · Master basic and advanced techniques for unpivoting tables · Customize transformations and build flexible
data mashups with the M formula language · Address collaboration challenges with Power Query · Gain crucial insights into text feeds ·
Streamline complex social network analytics so you can do it yourself For all information workers, analysts, and any Excel user who wants to
solve their own business intelligence problems.
Attention all SQL Pros, DAX is not just for writing Excel-based formulas! Get hands-on learning and expert advice on how to use the vast
capabilities of the DAX language to solve common data modeling challenges. Beginning DAX with Power BI teaches key concepts such as
mapping techniques from SQL to DAX, filtering, grouping, joining, pivoting, and using temporary tables, all aimed at the SQL professional.
Join author Philip Seamark as he guides you on a journey through typical business data transformation scenarios and challenges, and
teaches you, step-by-step, how to resolve challenges using DAX. Tips, tricks, and shortcuts are included and explained, along with examples
of the SQL equivalent, in order to accelerate learning. Examples in the book range from beginner to advanced, with plenty of detailed
explanation when walking through each scenario. What You’ll Learn Turbocharge your Power BI model by adding advanced DAX
programming techniques Know when to use calculated measures versus calculated columns Generate new tables on the fly from existing
data Optimize, monitor, and tune Power BI to improve performance of your models Discover new ideas, tricks, and time-saving techniques for
better models Who This Book Is For Business intelligence developers, business analysts, or any SQL user who wants to use Power BI as a
reporting tool. A solid understanding of SQL is recommended, as examples throughout the book include the DAX equivalents to SQL
problem/solution scenarios.
Excel Power Pivot & Power Query For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons
Offers information on the patterns and techniques of the formula language DAX.
Shows readers how to perform complex data analysis, create reports with the data analysis expressions language, and add hierarchies to
data models to enable faster browsing.
This comprehensive and authoritative guide will teach you the DAX language for business intelligence, data modeling, and analytics. Leading
Microsoft BI consultants Marco Russo and Alberto Ferrari help you master everything from table functions through advanced code and model
optimization. You’ll learn exactly what happens under the hood when you run a DAX expression, how DAX behaves differently from other
languages, and how to use this knowledge to write fast, robust code. If you want to leverage all of DAX’s remarkable power and flexibility,
this no-compromise “deep dive” is exactly what you need. Perform powerful data analysis with DAX for Microsoft SQL Server Analysis
Services, Excel, and Power BI Master core DAX concepts, including calculated columns, measures, and error handling Understand
evaluation contexts and the CALCULATE and CALCULATETABLE functions Perform time-based calculations: YTD, MTD, previous year,
working days, and more Work with expanded tables, complex functions, and elaborate DAX expressions Perform calculations over
hierarchies, including parent/child hierarchies Use DAX to express diverse and unusual relationships Measure DAX query performance with
SQL Server Profiler and DAX Studio
A surprisingly simple way for students to master any subject--based on one of the world's most popular online courses and the bestselling
book A Mind for Numbers A Mind for Numbers and its wildly popular online companion course "Learning How to Learn" have empowered
more than two million learners of all ages from around the world to master subjects that they once struggled with. Fans often wish they'd
discovered these learning strategies earlier and ask how they can help their kids master these skills as well. Now in this new book for kids
and teens, the authors reveal how to make the most of time spent studying. We all have the tools to learn what might not seem to come
naturally to us at first--the secret is to understand how the brain works so we can unlock its power. This book explains: • Why sometimes
letting your mind wander is an important part of the learning process • How to avoid "rut think" in order to think outside the box • Why having
a poor memory can be a good thing • The value of metaphors in developing understanding • A simple, yet powerful, way to stop
procrastinating Filled with illustrations, application questions, and exercises, this book makes learning easy and fun.
Renowned Excel experts Bill Jelen (MrExcel) and Michael Alexander help you crunch data from any source with Excel 2019 pivot tables. Use
Excel 2019 pivot tables and pivot charts to produce powerful, dynamic reports in minutes instead of hours, to take control of your data and
your business. Even if you’ve never created a pivot table before, this book will help you leverage all their remarkable flexibility and analytical
power–including valuable improvements in Excel 2019 and Excel in Office 365. Drawing on more than 45 combined years of Excel
experience, Bill Jelen and Michael Alexander offer practical “recipes” for solving real business problems, help you avoid common mistakes,
and present tips and tricks you’ll find nowhere else. By reading this book, you will: • Master easy, powerful ways to create, customize,
change, and control pivot tables • Control all future pivot tables using new pivot table defaults • Transform huge data sets into clear summary
reports • Instantly highlight your most profitable customers, products, or regions • Use Power Query to quickly import, clean, shape, and
analyze disparate data sources • Build geographical pivot tables with 3D Map • Construct and share state-of-the-art dynamic dashboards •
Revamp analyses on the fly by dragging and dropping fields • Build dynamic self-service reporting systems • Share your pivot tables with
colleagues • Create data mashups using the full Power Pivot capabilities of Excel 2019 and Excel in Office 365 • Automate pivot tables with
macros and VBA • Save time by adapting reports with GetPivotData • Discover today’s most useful pivot table tips and shortcuts

Learn timesaving tips on using Power Query, also called Get & Transform, a data connection technology that simplifies
gathering, connecting, combining, and refining data in Microsoft Excel and Power BI Desktop. Power Query is simple to
use but can be especially powerful when you learn a few techniques. In this course, instructor Oz du Soleil demonstrates
customizing your Excel environment, then dives into organizing your work. He offers strategies for working with queries
including referencing, duplicating, and renaming queries. Finally, Oz shows how to approach tasks where Power Query
works differently from Excel.
An easy-to-follow guide full of hands on examples of real-world Analysis Services cube development tasks. Each topic is
explained and placed in context, and for the more inquisitive reader, there also more in-depth details of the concepts
used. If you are an Analysis Services cube designer wishing to learn more advanced topic and best practices for cube
design, this book is for you. You are expected to have some prior experience with Analysis Services cube development.
Discover how you can combine data from various sources to create data models to suit your business requirements with
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the help of this clear and concise guide Key Features Understand how Power Query overcomes the shortcomings of
Excel Power Pivot in handling complex data Create customized dashboards and multi-dimensional reports using Power
Query and Power BI Learn the Power Query M language and write advanced queries using custom functions Book
Description Power Query is a data connection technology that allows you to connect, combine, and refine data from
multiple sources to meet your business analysis requirements. With this Power Query book, you'll be empowered to work
with a variety of data sources to create interactive reports and dashboards using Excel and Power BI. You'll start by
learning how to access Power Query across different versions of Excel and install the Power BI engine. After you've
explored Power Pivot, you'll see why Excel users find it challenging to clean data in Power Pivot and learn how Power
Query can help to tackle the problem. The book will show you how to transform data using the Query Editor and write
functions in Power Query. A dedicated section will focus on functions such as IF, Index, and Modulo, and creating
parameters to alter query paths in a table. You'll also work with dashboards, get to grips with multi-dimensional reporting,
and create automated reports. As you advance, you'll cover the M formula language in Power Query, delve into the basic
M syntax, and write the M query language with the help of examples such as loading all library functions offline in Excel
and Power BI. Finally, the book will demonstrate the difference between M and DAX and show how results are produced
in M. By the end of this book, you'll be ready to create impressive dashboards and multi-dimensional reports in Power
Query and turn data into valuable insights. What you will learn Convert worksheet data into a table format ready for query
output Create a dynamic connection between an Access database and Excel workbook Reshape tabular data by altering
rows, columns, and tables using various Power Query tools Create new columns automatically from filenames and sheet
tabs, along with multiple Excel data files Streamline and automate reports from multiple sources Explore different
customization options to get the most out of your dashboards Understand the difference between the DAX language and
Power Query's M language Who this book is for This Power Query book is for business analysts, data analysts, BI
professionals, and Excel users looking to take their skills to the next level by learning how to collect, combine, and
transform data into insights using Power Query. Working knowledge of Excel and experience in constructing and
troubleshooting Excel formulas and functions is expected.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. Introducing Microsoft Power BI enables you to evaluate when and how to use
Power BI. Get inspired to improve business processes in your company by leveraging the available analytical and
collaborative features of this environment. Be sure to watch for the publication of Alberto Ferrari and Marco Russo's
upcoming retail book, Analyzing Data with Power BI and Power Pivot for Excel (ISBN 9781509302765). Go to the book's
page at the Microsoft Press Store here for more details:http://aka.ms/analyzingdata/details. Learn more about Power BI
at https://powerbi.microsoft.com/.
Maximize your Excel experience with VBA Excel 2019 Power Programming with VBA is fully updated to cover all the
latest tools and tricks of Excel 2019. Encompassing an analysis of Excel application development and a complete
introduction to Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), this comprehensive book presents all of the techniques you need to
develop both large and small Excel applications. Over 800 pages of tips, tricks, and best practices shed light on key
topics, such as the Excel interface, file formats, enhanced interactivity with other Office applications, and improved
collaboration features. Understanding how to leverage VBA to improve your Excel programming skills can enhance the
quality of deliverables that you produce—and can help you take your career to the next level. Explore fully updated
content that offers comprehensive coverage through over 900 pages of tips, tricks, and techniques Leverage templates
and worksheets that put your new knowledge in action, and reinforce the skills introduced in the text Improve your
capabilities regarding Excel programming with VBA, unlocking more of your potential in the office Excel 2019 Power
Programming with VBA is a fundamental resource for intermediate to advanced users who want to polish their skills
regarding spreadsheet applications using VBA.
A guide to PowerPivot and Power Query no data cruncher should be without! Want to familiarize yourself with the rich set
of Microsoft Excel tools and reporting capabilities available from PowerPivot and Power Query? Look no further! Excel
PowerPivot & Power Query For Dummies shows you how this powerful new set of tools can be leveraged to more
effectively source and incorporate 'big data' Business Intelligence and Dashboard reports. You'll discover how
PowerPivot and Power Query not only allow you to save time and simplify your processes, but also enable you to
substantially enhance your data analysis and reporting capabilities. Gone are the days of relatively small amounts of
data—today's data environment demands more from business analysts than ever before. Now, with the help of this
friendly, hands-on guide, you'll learn to use PowerPivot and Power Query to expand your skill-set from the onedimensional spreadsheet to new territories, like relational databases, data integration, and multi-dimensional reporting.
Demonstrates how Power Query is used to discover, connect to, and import your data Shows you how to use PowerPivot
to model data once it's been imported Offers guidance on using these tools to make analyzing data easier Written by a
Microsoft MVP in the lighthearted, fun style you've come to expect from the For Dummies brand If you spend your days
analyzing data, Excel PowerPivot & Power Query For Dummies will get you up and running with the rich set of Excel
tools and reporting capabilities that will make your life—and work—easier.
Understanding your company’s data has never been easier than with Microsoft’s new Power BI package for Excel 2013.
Consisting of four powerful tools—Power Pivot, Power View, Power Query and Power Maps—Power BI makes self-service
business intelligence a reality for a wide range of users, bridging the traditional gap between Excel users, business
analysts and IT experts and making it easier for everyone to work together to build the data models that can give you
game-changing insights into your business. Beginning Power BI with Excel 2013 guides you step by step through the
process of analyzing and visualizing your data. Daniel R. Clark, an expert in BI training and a regular speaker on these
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topics, takes you through each tool in turn, using hands-on activities to consolidate what you’ve learned in each chapter.
Starting with Power Pivot, you will create robust scalable data models which will serve as the foundation of your data
analysis. Once you have mastered creating suitable data models, you will use them to build compelling interactive
visualizations in Power View. It’s often necessary to combine data from disparate sources into a data model. Power
Query allows you to easily discover, combine, and refine data from a variety of sources, so you can make accurate
judgments with all the available information. Geographical awareness is another common requirement of data analysis.
Using Power Maps you will create captivating visualizations that map your data in space and time. Beginning Power BI
with Excel 2013 is your practical guide to getting maximum insight from your data, and presenting it with impact.
Microsoft PowerPivot is a free add-on to Excel from Microsoft that allows users to produce new kinds of reports and
analyses that were simply impossible before, and this book is the first to tackle DAX formulas, the core capability of
PowerPivot, from the perspective of the Excel audience. Written by the world's foremost PowerPivot blogger and
practitioner, the book's concepts and approach are introduced in a simple, step-by-step manner tailored to the learning
style of Excel users everywhere. The techniques presented allow users to produce, in hours or even minutes, results that
formerly would have taken entire teams weeks or months to produce. It includes lessons on the difference between
calculated columns and measures; how formulas can be reused across reports of completely different shapes; how to
merge disjointed sets of data into unified reports; how to make certain columns in a pivot behave as if the pivot were
filtered while other columns do not; and how to create time-intelligent calculations in pivot tables such as "Year over
Year" and "Moving Averages" whether they use a standard, fiscal, or a complete custom calendar. The "pattern-like"
techniques and best practices contained in this book have been developed and refined over two years of onsite training
with Excel users around the world, and the key lessons from those seminars costing thousands of dollars per day are
now available to within the pages of this easy-to-follow guide. This updated second edition covers new features
introduced with Office 2015.
The 125 essential tips that all Excel users need to know. MrExcel LX provides users with a concise book that can be absorbed in
under two hours. Includes a section with keyboard shortcuts. Anyone who uses Excel will be able to turn to any page and pick up
tips that will save them hours of work.
Revised annually, the 6th edition of this insightful guide introduces Microsoft Power BI - a cloud-hosted, business intelligence and
analytics platform that democratizes and opens BI to everyone. Information workers will learn how to connect to popular cloud
services to derive instant insights, create interactive reports and dashboards, and view them in the browser and on the go. Data
analysts will discover how to integrate and transform data from virtually everywhere and then implement sophisticated self-service
models for descriptive and predictive analytics. The book teaches BI and IT pros how to establish a trustworthy environment that
promotes collaboration and how to implement Power BI-centric solutions for organizational BI. Developers will find how to integrate
custom applications with Power BI, embed reports, and implement custom visuals to present effectively any data. Ideal for both
experienced BI practitioners or beginners, this book doesn't assume any prior data analytics experience. It's designed as an easyto-follow guide that introduces new concepts with step-by-step instructions and hands-on demos. The book page at
prologika.com/applied-microsoft-power-bi provides sample chapters, source code, and discussion forum.What's Inside: Power BI
for Information Workers Get instant insights from cloud services and files Explore data with interactive reports Assemble
dashboards with a few clicks Access BI content on mobile devices Power BI for Data Analysts Import data from virtually anywhere
Cleanse, transform and shape data Create sophisticated data models Implement business calculations Get insights from data
Apply Machine Learning Power BI for Pros Enable sharing and collaboration Deploy to cloud and on premises Implement
organizational BI solutions Power BI for Developers Automate Power BI Report-enable custom applications Build custom visuals
and much more ...
Power Query for Power BI and Excel is a book for people who are tired of copying and pasting data into Excel worksheets. Power
Query, part of the Microsoft Power BI suite, is a tool that automates the process of getting data into Excel and will save you hours
of dull, repetitive, and error-prone work! Power Query makes it easy to extract data from many different data sources, filter that
data, aggregate it, clean it and perform calculations on it, finally loading that data into either your worksheet or directly into the new
Excel 2013 Data Model used by Power Pivot. This concise, practical book provides a complete guide to Power Query and how to
use it to solve all of your Excel data-loading problems. Power Query for Power BI and Excel goes well beyond the surface of what
Power Query can do. The book goes deep into the underlying M language, showing you how to do amazing things that aren’t
going to be possible from just the GUI interface that is covered in most other books. You’ll have full command of the GUI, and
you’ll be able to drop into the M language to go beyond what the GUI provides. The depth in this book makes it a must-have item
for anyone who is pushing Power BI and Excel to their limits in the pursuit of business intelligence from data analysis. Teaches the
basics of using Power Query to load data into Excel Helps you solve common, data-related problems with Power Query Shows
how to write your own solutions in the powerful M language
Learn quick ways to become more organized and efficient when using Power Query, a tool inside Microsoft Excel that lets you
search, connect, and shape data.
Renowned DAX experts Alberto Ferrari and Marco Russo teach you how to design data models for maximum efficiency and
effectiveness. How can you use Excel and Power BI to gain real insights into your information? As you examine your data, how do
you write a formula that provides the numbers you need? The answers to both of these questions lie with the data model. This
book introduces the basic techniques for shaping data models in Excel and Power BI. It’s meant for readers who are new to data
modeling as well as for experienced data modelers looking for tips from the experts. If you want to use Power BI or Excel to
analyze data, the many real-world examples in this book will help you look at your reports in a different way–like experienced data
modelers do. As you’ll soon see, with the right data model, the correct answer is always a simple one! By reading this book, you
will: • Gain an understanding of the basics of data modeling, including tables, relationships, and keys • Familiarize yourself with
star schemas, snowflakes, and common modeling techniques • Learn the importance of granularity • Discover how to use multiple
fact tables, like sales and purchases, in a complex data model • Manage calendar-related calculations by using date tables •
Track historical attributes, like previous addresses of customers or manager assignments • Use snapshots to compute quantity on
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hand • Work with multiple currencies in the most efficient way • Analyze events that have durations, including overlapping
durations • Learn what data model you need to answer your specific business questions About This Book • For Excel and Power
BI users who want to exploit the full power of their favorite tools • For BI professionals seeking new ideas for modeling data
Analyze company data quickly and easily using Microsoft’s powerful data tools. Learn to build scalable and robust data models,
clean and combine different data sources effectively, and create compelling and professional visuals. Beginning Power BI is a
hands-on, activity-based guide that takes you through the process of analyzing your data using the tools that that encompass the
core of Microsoft’s self-service BI offering. Starting with Power Query, you will learn how to get data from a variety of sources, and
see just how easy it is to clean and shape the data prior to importing it into a data model. Using Power BI tabular and the Data
Analysis Expressions (DAX), you will learn to create robust scalable data models which will serve as the foundation of your data
analysis. From there you will enter the world of compelling interactive visualizations to analyze and gain insight into your data. You
will wrap up your Power BI journey by learning how to package and share your reports and dashboards with your colleagues.
Author Dan Clark takes you through each topic using step-by-step activities and plenty of screen shots to help familiarize you with
the tools. This third edition covers the new and evolving features in the Power BI platform and new chapters on data flows and
composite models. This book is your hands-on guide to quick, reliable, and valuable data insight. What You Will Learn Simplify
data discovery, association, and cleansing Build solid analytical data models Create robust interactive data presentations Combine
analytical and geographic data in map-based visualizations Publish and share dashboards and reports Who This Book Is For
Business analysts, database administrators, developers, and other professionals looking to better understand and communicate
with data
Microsoft, the tech giant, is known for its new innovative and user-friendly products. While you would love the new products it has
on offer, from the Surface Book to the Surface Studio, the one thing that most people can never forget is just how useful some of
the Microsoft software is. Who doesn't use Microsoft Word for one - even Mac users can't ignore its utility. In this book you will find:
Chapter 1 Excel Power Query Editor: Excel for Beginners Chapter 2 Getting started with Power Query Chapter 3 Query sharing
Chapter 4 Functions using Query Editor Chapter 5 Power Pivot Chapter 6 Conditional Functions Chapter 7: Examples Chapter 8
Advance Features of Power Query
Learn the Best Excel Tips & Tricks Ever: FORMULAS, MACROS, PIVOT TABLES, FORMATTING, DATA, MICROSOFT OFFICE
365 plus Many More! With this book, you'll learn to apply the must know Excel features and tricks to make your data analysis &
reporting easier and will save time in the process. With this book you get the following: ? 101 Best Excel Tips & Tricks To Advance
Your Excel Skills & Save You Hours ? New Excel Tips & Tricks for Microsoft Office 365 ? Easy to Read Step by Step Guide with
Screenshots ? Downloadable Practice Excel Workbooks for each Tip & Trick ? You also get a FREE BONUS downloadable PDF
version of this book! This book is a MUST-HAVE for Beginner to Intermediate Excel users who want to learn Microsoft Excel FAST
& stand out from the crowd!
In Beginning Big Data with Power BI and Excel 2013, you will learn to solve business problems by tapping the power of
Microsoft’s Excel and Power BI to import data from NoSQL and SQL databases and other sources, create relational data models,
and analyze business problems through sophisticated dashboards and data-driven maps. While Beginning Big Data with Power BI
and Excel 2013 covers prominent tools such as Hadoop and the NoSQL databases, it recognizes that most small and mediumsized businesses don’t have the Big Data processing needs of a Netflix, Target, or Facebook. Instead, it shows how to import data
and use the self-service analytics available in Excel with Power BI. As you’ll see through the book’s numerous case examples,
these tools—which you already know how to use—can perform many of the same functions as the higher-end Apache tools many
people believe are required to carry out in Big Data projects. Through instruction, insight, advice, and case studies, Beginning Big
Data with Power BI and Excel 2013 will show you how to: Import and mash up data from web pages, SQL and NoSQL databases,
the Azure Marketplace and other sources. Tap into the analytical power of PivotTables and PivotCharts and develop relational
data models to track trends and make predictions based on a wide range of data. Understand basic statistics and use Excel with
PowerBI to do sophisticated statistical analysis—including identifying trends and correlations. Use SQL within Excel to do
sophisticated queries across multiple tables, including NoSQL databases. Create complex formulas to solve real-world business
problems using Data Analysis Expressions (DAX).
This book will show you how to use Power BI effectively to create a variety of visualizations and BI dashboards. Right from
gathering data through various data sources, you will learn to perform effective visual analytics. By the end of this book, you will be
able to gain unique, hidden insights into your data using Microsoft Power BI.
Conquer Microsoft Excel 2019–from the inside out! Dive into Microsoft Excel 2019–and really put your spreadsheet expertise to
work. This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, tips, and workarounds–all you need to make
the most of Excel’s most powerful tools for analyzing data and making better decisions. Renowned Excel expert Bill Jelen offers a
complete tour of Excel 2019 and Excel in Office 365, from efficient interface customizations to advanced analysis, visualizations,
and dashboards. Discover how experts tackle today’s key tasks–and challenge yourself to new levels of mastery. Enter formulas
more efficiently, and fully control operators and dates Master the most widely-used functions in Excel Integrate external data from
the web and other sources Easily transform complex datasets with Power Query Quickly summarize millions of records with Pivot
Tables Perform ad hoc analyses with slicers and other filters Create advanced data mashups with Power Pivot Solve complex
problems with What-If, Scenario Manager, Goal Seek, and Solver Automate repetitive tasks by editing recorded VBA code
Demystify data with conditional formatting and other visualization techniques Use the newest maps, charts, and data types in
Excel Show geographical changes over time with animated 3D maps Use dynamic array functions: SORT, FILTER, UNIQUE,
SORTBY and SEQUENCE Find insights using Excel’s new artificial intelligence Collaborate via Excel 2019’s breakthrough
CoAuthoring tools Publish Power BI Desktop dashboards based on Excel data
Power Query is one component of the Power BI (Business Intelligence) product from Microsoft, and "M" is the name of the
programming language created by it. As more business intelligence pros begin using Power Pivot, they find that they do not have
the Excel skills to clean the data in Excel; Power Query solves this problem. This book shows how to use the Power Query tool to
get difficult data sets into both Excel and Power Pivot, and is solely devoted to Power Query dashboarding and reporting.
Welcome another lesson in the Mastering Excel series. This lesson is a slight departure from previous lessons. This lesson is
looking into the future and delving into what Excel is becoming: a powerhouse for data analysis. Power Query is the first step in
analyzing data, before you do any substantial analysis, you need to get the data into Excel. Not only get data into Excel but
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probably clean it up. Parse columns, join columns, remove errors, you know, that kind of stuff. Of course, you can add a column
with formulas to do this. That will work for 100 or 1,000 rows of data. What about 250,000, 700,000 or even 1,000,000 rows? Excel
really slows down with that many calculations. Power Query solves this. It shapes the data before it gets into Excel. You will learn
how to use Power query to split columns, parse data, check for errors, get data from multiple files in a folder, and more. Power
Query remembers all the steps you took. To get new data, you simply have to click the 'Refresh' button. ***OK, THIS IS
IMPORTANT*** Power Query is a new feature in Excel. It is standard in Excel 2016 and it can be installed in some previous
versions of Excel, but not all. Before buying this lesson, please go to this Microsoft website, check out the requirements and try to
install Power Query. https: //www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=39379 If you cannot install Power Query because
you do not have the correct version of Excel, you will not be able to follow along with this lesson.
Power Query for Power BI and Excel is a book for people who are tired of copying and pasting data into Excel worksheets. Power
Query, part of the Microsoft Power BI suite, is a tool that automates the process of getting data into Excel and will save you hours
of dull, repetitive, and error-prone work! Power Query makes it easy to extract data from many different data sources, filter that
data, aggregate it, clean it and perform calculations on it, finally loading that data into either your worksheet or directly into the new
Excel 2013 Data Model used by Power Pivot. This concise, practical book provides a complete guide to Power Query and how to
use it to solve all of your Excel data-loading problems. Power Query for Power BI and Excel goes well beyond the surface of what
Power Query can do. The book goes deep into the underlying M language, showing you how to do amazing things that aren’t
going to be possible from just the GUI interface that is covered in most other books. You’ll have full command of the GUI, and
you’ll be able to drop into the M language to go beyond what the GUI provides. The depth in this book makes it a must-have item
for anyone who is pushing Power BI and Excel to their limits in the pursuit of business intelligence from data analysis. Teaches the
basics of using Power Query to load data into Excel Helps you solve common, data-related problems with Power Query Shows
how to write your own solutions in the powerful M language What you’ll learn Import data from sources including relational
databases, text files, web pages, and Excel workbooks. Import from more exotic sources such as Facebook, Windows Azure
Marketplace, Wikipedia, and OData feeds within and outside your organization. Build repeatable processes to filter, clean,
aggregate, and transform your data. Load your data into an Excel table or directly into the Excel 2013 Data Model. Write complex
expressions in Power Query’s M expression language. Share queries and their data with other users in your organization. Position
your data for further analysis using Power View, Power Map, Power Pivot, and the rest of Microsoft’s Power BI suite. Who this
book is for Power Query for Power BI and Excel is aimed at serious Excel and Power BI users who need to import data into a
worksheet. Whether you are an analyst, report writer, business intelligence consultant, or just “that guy” whose job it is to prepare
the monthly sales dashboard, you’ll learn how Power Query can make your life easier. Power Query for Power BI and Excel is
especially important for Excel and BI power users who want to work directly in the M language that underlies all of Power Query’s
functionality. Table of Contents Power Query and When to Use It Data Sources Transformations Tables and the Excel Data Model
Expressions in the M Language Multiple Data Sources Power BI and Sharing Common Problems Solved
Any data analytics solution requires data population and preparation. With the rise of data analytics solutions these years, the
need for this data preparation becomes even more essential. Power BI is a helpful data analytics tool that is used worldwide by
many users. As a Power BI (or Microsoft BI) developer, it is essential to learn how to prepare the data in the right shape and
format needed. You need to learn how to clean the data and build it in the structure that can be modeled easily and used high
performant for visualization. Data preparation and transformation is the backend work. If you consider building a BI system as
going to a restaurant and ordering food. The visualization is the food you see on the table nicely presented. The quality, the taste,
and everything else comes from the hard work in the kitchen. The part that you don’t see or the backend in the world of Power BI
is Power Query. You may be already familiar with some other data preparation and data transformation technologies, such as TSQL, SSIS, Azure Data Factory, Informatica, etc. Power Query is a data transformation engine capable of preparing the data in
the format you need. The good news is that to learn Power Query; you don’t need to know programming. Power Query is for
citizen data engineers. However, this doesn’t mean that Power Query is not capable of performing advanced transformation.
Unfortunately, because Power Query and data preparation is the kitchen work of the BI system, many Power BI users skip the
learning of it and become aware of it somewhere along their BI project. Once they get familiar with it, they realize there are tons of
things they could have implemented easier, faster, and in a much more maintainable way using Power Query. In other words, they
learn mastering Power Query is the key skill toward mastering Power BI. We have been working with Power Query since the very
early release of that in 2013, named Data Explorer, and wrote blog articles and published videos about it. The number of articles
we published under this subject easily exceeds hundreds. Through those articles, some of the fundamentals and key learnings of
Power Query are explained. We thought it is good to compile some of them in a book. A good analytics solution combines a good
data model, good data preparation, and good analytics and calculations. Reza has written another book about the Basics of
modeling in Power BI and a book on Power BI DAX Simplified. This book is covering the data preparation and transformations
aspects of it. This book is for you if you are building a Power BI solution. Even if you are just visualizing the data, preparation and
transformations are an essential part of analytics. You do need to have the cleaned and prepared data ready before visualizing it.
This book is complied into a series of two books, which will be followed by a third book later; Getting started with Power Query in
Power BI and Excel (this book) Mastering Power Query in Power BI and Excel (already available to be purchased separately)
Power Query dataflows (will be published later) Although this book is written for Power BI and all the examples are presented
using the Power BI. However, the examples can be easily applied to Excel, Dataflows, and other tools and services using Power
Query.
This book takes a hands-on approach to developing dashboards, from instructing users on advanced Excel techniques to
addressing dashboard pitfalls common in the real world. Dashboards for Excel is your key to creating informative, actionable, and
interactive dashboards and decision support systems. Throughout the book, the reader is challenged to think about Excel and data
analytics differently—that is, to think outside the cell. This book shows you how to create dashboards in Excel quickly and
effectively. In this book, you learn how to: Apply data visualization principles for more effective dashboards Employ dynamic charts
and tables to create dashboards that are constantly up-to-date and providing fresh information Use understated yet powerful
formulas for Excel development Apply advanced Excel techniques mixing formulas and Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) to
create interactive dashboards Create dynamic systems for decision support in your organization Avoid common problems in Excel
development and dashboard creation Get started with the Excel data model, PowerPivot, and Power Query
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Solve real-world business problems by learning how to create common industry key performance indicators and other calculations using DAX
within Microsoft products such as Power BI, SQL Server, and Excel. Key Features Learn to write sophisticated DAX queries to solve business
intelligence and data analytics challenges Handle performance issues and optimization within the data model, DAX calculations and more
Solve business issues with Microsoft Excel, Power BI, and SQL Server using DAX queries Book Description DAX provides an extra edge by
extracting key information from the data that is already present in your model. Filled with examples of practical, real-world calculations geared
toward business metrics and key performance indicators, this cookbook features solutions that you can apply for your own business analysis
needs. You'll learn to write various DAX expressions and functions to understand how DAX queries work. The book also covers sections on
dates, time, and duration to help you deal with working days, time zones, and shifts. You'll then discover how to manipulate text and numbers
to create dynamic titles and ranks, and deal with measure totals. Later, you'll explore common business metrics for finance, customers,
employees, and projects. The book will also show you how to implement common industry metrics such as days of supply, mean time
between failure, order cycle time and overall equipment effectiveness. In the concluding chapters, you'll learn to apply statistical formulas for
covariance, kurtosis, and skewness. Finally, you'll explore advanced DAX patterns for interpolation, inverse aggregators, inverse slicers, and
even forecasting with a deseasonalized correlation coefficient. By the end of this book, you'll have the skills you need to use DAX's
functionality and flexibility in business intelligence and data analytics. What you will learn Understand how to create common calculations for
dates, time, and duration Create key performance indicators (KPIs) and other business calculations Develop general DAX calculations that
deal with text and numbers Discover new ideas and time-saving techniques for better calculations and models Perform advanced DAX
calculations for solving statistical measures and other mathematical formulas Handle errors in DAX and learn how to debug DAX calculations
Understand how to optimize your data models Who this book is for Business users, BI developers, data analysts, and SQL users who are
looking for solutions to the challenges faced while solving analytical operations using DAX techniques and patterns will find this book useful.
Basic knowledge of the DAX language and Microsoft services is mandatory.
Power Query is the amazing new data cleansing tool in both Excel and Power BI Desktop. Do you find yourself performing the same data
cleansing steps day after day? Power Query will make it faster to clean your data the first time. While Power Query is powerful, the interface
is subtle—there are tools hiding in plain sight that are easy to miss. Go beyond the obvious and take Power Query to new levels with this book.
Get more out of Microsoft Power BI turning your data into actionable insights About This Book From connecting to your data sources to
developing and deploying immersive, mobile-ready dashboards and visualizations, this book covers it all Over 90 hands-on, technical recipes,
tips, and use cases from across the Power BI platform including the Power BI Service and Mobile Applications Proven development
techniques and guidance for implementing custom solutions with DAX and M languages Who This Book Is For This book is for BI
professionals who wish to enhance their knowledge of Power BI beyond and to enhance the value of the Power BI solutions they deliver to
business users. Those who are looking at quick solutions to common problems while using Power BI will also find this book to be a very
useful resource .Some experience with Power BI will be useful. What You Will Learn Cleanse, stage, and integrate your data sources with
Power BI Abstract data complexities and provide users with intuitive, self-service BI capabilities Build business logic and analysis into your
solutions via the DAX programming language and dynamic, dashboard-ready calculations Take advantage of the analytics and predictive
capabilities of Power BI Make your solutions more dynamic and user specific and/or defined including use cases of parameters, functions,
and row level security Understand the differences and implications of DirectQuery, Live Connections, and Import-Mode Power BI datasets
and how to deploy content to the Power BI Service and schedule refreshes Integrate other Microsoft data tools such as Excel and SQL
Server Reporting Services into your Power BI solution In Detail Microsoft Power BI is a business intelligence and analytics platform consisting
of applications and services designed to provide coherent, visual and interactive insights of data. This book will provide thorough, technical
examples of using all primary Power BI tools and features as well as demonstrate high impact end-to-end solutions that leverage and
integrate these technologies and services. Get familiar with Power BI development tools and services, go deep into the data connectivity and
transformation, modeling, visualization and analytical capabilities of Power BI, and see Power BI's functional programming languages of DAX
and M come alive to deliver powerful solutions to address common, challenging scenarios in business intelligence. This book will excite and
empower you to get more out of Power BI via detailed recipes, advanced design and development tips, and guidance on enhancing existing
Power BI projects. Style and approach This book consists of practical recipes on Power BI that target novices as well as intermediate Power
BI users. It goes deep into the technical issues, covers additional protocols, and many more real-live examples.
Manage and work with business data effectively by learning data modeling techniques and leveraging the latest features of Power BI Key
Features Understand data modeling techniques to get the best out of data using Power BI Define the relationships between data to extract
valuable insights Solve a wide variety of business challenges by building optimal data models Book Description Microsoft Power BI is one of
the most popular business intelligence tools available on the market for desktop and the cloud. This book will be your guide to understanding
the ins and outs of data modeling and how to create data models using Power BI confidently. You'll learn how to connect data from multiple
sources, understand data, define and manage relationships between data, and shape data models. In this book, you'll explore how to use
data modeling and navigation techniques to define relationships and create a data model before defining new metrics and performing custom
calculations using modeling features. As you advance through the chapters, the book will demonstrate how to create full-fledged data models,
enabling you to create efficient data models and simpler DAX code with new data modeling features. With the help of examples, you'll
discover how you can solve business challenges by building optimal data models and changing your existing data models to meet evolving
business requirements. Finally, you'll learn how to use some new and advanced modeling features to enhance your data models to carry out
a wide variety of complex tasks. By the end of this Power BI book, you'll have gained the skills you need to structure data coming from
multiple sources in different ways to create optimized data models that support reporting and data analytics. What you will learn Implement
virtual tables and time intelligence functionalities in DAX to build a powerful model Identify Dimension and Fact tables and implement them in
Power Query Editor Deal with advanced data preparation scenarios while building Star Schema Explore best practices for data preparation
and data modeling Discover different hierarchies and their common pitfalls Understand complex data models and how to decrease the level
of model complexity with different data modeling approaches Who this book is for This MS Power BI book is for BI users, data analysts, and
analysis developers who want to become well-versed with data modeling techniques to make the most of Power BI. Basic knowledge of
Power BI and Star Schema will help you to understand the concepts covered in this book.
Master the art of loading external data into Excel for use in reporting, charting, dashboarding, and business intelligence. This book provides a
complete and thorough explanation of Microsoft Excel’s Get and Transform feature set, showing you how to connect to a range of external
databases and other data sources to find data and pull that data into your local spreadsheet for further analysis. Leading databases are
covered, including Microsoft Azure data sources and web sources, and you will learn how to access those sources from your Microsoft Excel
spreadsheets. Getting data into Excel is a prerequisite for using Excel's analytics capabilities. This book takes you beyond copying and
pasting by showing you how to connect to your corporate databases that are hosted in the Azure cloud, and how to pull data from Oracle
Database and SQL Server, and other sources. Accessing data is only half the problem, and the other half involves cleansing and rearranging
your data to make it useful in spreadsheet form. Author Adam Aspin shows you how to create datasets and transformations. For advanced
problems, there is help on the M language that is built into Excel, specifically to support mashing up data in support of business intelligence
and analysis. If you are an Excel user, you won't want to be without this book that teaches you to extract and prepare external data ready for
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use in what is arguably the world’s leading analytics tool. What You Will Learn Connect to a range of external data, from databases to Azure
sources Ingest data directly into your spreadsheets, or into PowerPivot data models Cleanse and prepare external data so it can be used
inside Excel Refresh data quickly and easily to always have the latest information Transform data into ready-to-use structures that fit the
spreadsheet format Execute M language functions for complex data transformations Who This Book Is For Excel users who want to access
data from external sources—including the Microsoft Azure platform—in order to create business intelligence reporting, dashboards, and
visualizations. For Excel users needing to cleanse and rearrange such data to meet their own, specific needs.
Power BI is a powerful self-service (and enterprise) business intelligence (BI) tool that was first made generally available by Microsoft in July
2015. Power BI is a complete BI package that covers the end to end BI process including data acquisition (get data), data modelling
(prepare/model the data) and data visualisation (analyse the data). And there is a lot of good news about this tool including the fact that the
skills needed to succeed with Power BI are fully transferable to Microsoft Excel. There are 3 learning areas required to master everything
Power BI Desktop has to offer.1. The M Language - used for data acquisition2. The DAX Language - used to prepare and model data3.
Visualisation and analysis - used to present data in a compelling wayPower BI is probably the first commercial grade software product that
brings all of these areas into a single software package that is completely accessible to a business user (you don't need to be an IT pro). This
book focuses on number 2 above, the DAX language (Data Analysis Expressions). Super Charge Power BI Desktop is the second book
written by Matt Allington and is a sister book to his first book Learn to Write DAX (first released Dec 2015). Super Charge Power BI Desktop
uses the same learning and practice exercise framework as used in Learn to Write DAX however the entire book is written using the Power BI
Desktop user interface. Unfortunately simply reading a book is normally not enough for Excel users wanting to get the most out of Power BI
Desktop and to learn the DAX language - most people will also need some practice. Super Charge Power BI Desktop is different to other
books - it is written in such a way to clearly explain the concepts of Power BI data modelling while at the same time giving hands-on practice
to deeply engage the reader to help the new knowledge and concepts stick. The book first presents the theory, then provides worked through
sample exercises demonstrating each of the concepts, and finally it provides the reader with practice exercises and answers to maximize
learning retention.
The complete guide to Excel 2019 Whether you are just starting out or an Excel novice, the Excel 2019 Bible is your comprehensive, go-to
guide for all your Excel 2019 needs. Whether you use Excel at work or at home, you will be guided through the powerful new features and
capabilities to take full advantage of what the updated version offers. Learn to incorporate templates, implement formulas, create pivot tables,
analyze data, and much more. Navigate this powerful tool for business, home management, technical work, and much more with the only
resource you need, Excel 2019 Bible. Create functional spreadsheets that work Master formulas, formatting, pivot tables, and more Get
acquainted with Excel 2019's new features and tools Whether you need a walkthrough tutorial or an easy-to-navigate desk reference, the
Excel 2019 Bible has you covered with complete coverage and clear expert guidance.
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